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PREMIUM
PORCELAIN-ON-STEEL SOAKERS

Heavy guage steel

Reclined backrest

Bright glossy porcelain Lifetime warranty

Extra Deep Soak Pre-leveled support pad

Upgraded sound absorption Upgraded heat retention
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PROVEN STRENGTH

Known for its strength and pliability, 
steel has the perfect mix of properties 
to build bathtubs that last. Briggs Baths 
has pressed durable tubs out of steel 
since 1938!

BRILLIANT AND BEAUTIFUL

The brilliance of porcelain is timeless 
and classic. Its delicate finish is matched 
only by its tough performance—the  
perfect canvas for showcasing tile walls.

GENUINE VALUE

Innovations like our proprietary Liberty 
Backing system deliver cast iron quality at 
up to half the price.  It’s the lighter-weight, 
easier-to-handle alternative!
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LIBERTYCAST PLUS 32
Model # 2642 130/2643 130 (RH / LH)

Dimensions: 60” x 32” x 16 5/8”

BRIGGS 
BATH

A DEEPER, MORE RELAXING SOAK 

Better than your average steel tub, Briggs Bath tubs are built 
for soaking.  With comfort features like a reclined backrest, 
extra-deep well for an immersive soak, and available full-cast 
insulation for maximum heat retention and sound absorption, 
Briggs Baths are built for long, indulgent dips.

www.BriggsBath.com

LIBERTY BACKING
           

  

Premium models feature 
our proprietary backing 

system of full-cast foam  
insulation and engineered  

composite coating. Its heat retention  
and sound absorption properties create  

the quietest baths that stay warmer longer, and  
prtective attributes guard against handling and  
transportation damage.


